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41. Nobody knew that she could do a _____ job, so she won high praise.
permit
perish
period
perfect
32. We look forward to seeing you and _____ a solution to your client
ordering
omitting
offering
occurring
13. There are several ways to make people more _____ in the heat during summer.
comfortable
compact
compare
compass
44. Thank you for giving us this opportunity to _____ our products and earn a lot of money.
persuade
pervade
promise
promote
35. Gold card members will be offered special _____ on select merchandise each month.
distends
discords
discounts
discards
16. Seeking peace and clean air, many people have moved from cities to _____ areas.
rural
urgent
rusty
urban
37. This section of the city is for _____ buildings only so there are many businessmen working there.
commentator
commend
commercial
command
48. I had been to England when I was a junior high school student. That was the first time I travelled
______.
apart
aside
aboard
abroad
29. The corporation is going to ______ next fiscal year to include several new products.
explore
expand
explode
explain
310. The painting _______ us with one of the earliest examples of miners at work.
prefers
protects
provides
proposes
111. I always _____ at the headlines in the morning, but I rarely have time to read the whole newspaper.
glance
gamble
globalize
garner
412. Without further proof, the police had to ______ the man under arrest.
reveal
recover
remove
release
213. Do you think it proper to ______ weakness to women?
assign
attribute
contribute
distribute
414. The long dark days and lack of a job made Mike feel ______.
alarmed
excited
satisfied
depressed
315. I check the newest index of the stock market every day to see if my ______ grows larger or smaller.
commodities
exchange
portfolio
credits
   
216. President Barack Obama said he was ready ______ for a tough new agency to protect consumers from
risky loans.
fighting
to fight
fight
fought
317. Taipei’s MRT Neihu Line, _____ the eastern district of Neihu to the rest of the city, will begin
operation on July 4.
link
links
linking
linked
118. As a gesture of respect, your host will open and _____ examine your gift in your presence.
carefully
care
careful
to care
319. Nobel Prize winner Paul Krugman tried to compare the current depression _____ earlier global
depressions.
at
by
with
in
220. This boss insisted that his employers _____ the unpaid leave.
to take
take
took
taking

321. North Korea declared that it launched three _____ missiles.
short-ranges
short-ranged
short-range
short-ranging
122. One person was killed _____ police fired on protesters in India.
when
if
why
since
423. _____ the suspension of commercial activity in Amritsar, the Wal-Mart store opening has been
delayed.
As
Because
Since
Due to
324. The judge asked the accused why ______ it.
did he do
did he
he did
did
325. Vitamin D is proven to be necessary for the prevention and ______ of osteoarthritis.
it cures
to cure
cure
cured
126. _____ in the car accident was a real miracle.
That the man survived
Where the man survived
What the man survived
The man survived
327. We have _____ time to decide whether we will sign the contract.
than more enough
enough more than
more than enough
enough than more
128. The pilot, _____ at the air force base, said that he was not given orders to fight.
while being interviewed
while interviewing
when to interview
when he interviewed
129. The General Sherman Tree, the largest of all the giant sequoias, _____ to be the world’s largest living
thing.
is reputed
reputed
are reputed
being reputed
130. Some fundamental theories of literary critics _____ an essence of biblical spirits, from which other
critical theories develop.
utilize
utilization
utilizing
to utilize
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() The new economy is less concerned with physical goods. Almost 93 million workers do not spend their
days __31__ things. __32__ they work in jobs that require them to move things, process or generate information,
or provide services to people. In the old economy, information flow was physical: cash, checks, invoices, reports,
and __33__ meetings. __34__ in the new economy, information in all its forms becomes digital. In the old
economy, geography__35__ a key role in determining who competed with whom. In the new economy, distance
and time differences have vanished. Besides, the internet compresses time.
331.
132.
433.
234.
235.

make
Instead
face-of-face
Or
takes

to make
Furthermore
face-at-face
But
played

making
Nonetheless
face-in-face
So
taking

made
However
face-to-face
Because
playing

() To learn about others you must be involved with them. You must have a relationship __36__ them of
mutual trust. For how can I learn about you unless you trust me enough to disclose your “inner self” to me? And
how can you trust me unless I am willing __37__ myself to you? You can help me understand myself, if I trust
what you say about me.
Self-understanding cannot easily be achieved in isolation; other people help us to define who we are. Our
impression of ourselves depends upon __38__ other people consistently react to us. My self-understanding and my
knowledge of you depend upon our relationship. __39__a trustful relationship, you may hide yourself from me.
Knowing __40__ and understanding yourself lead to self-acceptance. You discover that the qualities in yourself
that you have rejected are not unique to yourself.

236.
137.
438.
339.
240.

at
with
to reveal
reveal
what
when
Why we did not have
If we do not have
the other
others

to
revealing
why
Though we do not have
When we did not have
another

in
revealed
how

anothers
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() In many of the developing countries in Africa and Asia, the population is growing fast. The reason for this
is simple: Women in these countries have a high birth rate – from 3.0 to 7.0 children per woman. The majority of
these women are poor, without the food or resources to care for their families. Why do they have many children?
Why don’t they limit the size of their families? The answer may be that they often have no choice. There are
several reasons for this.
One reason is economic. In a traditional agricultural economy, large families are helpful. Having more
children means having more workers in the fields and someone to take care of the parents in old age. In an
industrial economy, the situation is different. Many children do not help a family; instead, they are an expense.
Thus, industrialization has generally brought down the birth rate. This was the case in Italy, which was
industrialized quite recently and rapidly. In the early part of the twentieth century, Italy was a poor, largely
agricultural country with a high birth rate. After World War II, Italy’s economy was rapidly modernized and
industrialized. By the end of the century, the birth rate had dropped to 1.3 children per woman, the world’s
lowest.
However, the economy is not the only important factor that influences birth rate. Saudi Arabia, for example,
does not have an agriculture-based economy, and it has one of the highest per capita incomes in the world.
Nevertheless, it also has a very high birth rate (7.0). Mexico and Indonesia, on the other hand, are poor countries,
with largely agricultural economies, but they have recently reduced their population growth.
341. According to the passage, which statement is true?
Economy is the only reason to influence birth rate.
Because people in Saudi Arabia are rich, they have many children.
In African countries, women have no choice but to have many children.
Women are poor so they need to have many children.
442. What happens when countries become industrialized?
Women would like to have many children.
Countries need more people so women have many children.
The birth rate generally goes up.
The birth rate generally goes down.
243. According to the passage, which country has the lowest birth rate in the world?
Taiwan
Italy
Mexico
Indonesia
144. What is the main idea of this passage?
Economy may or maynot influence birth rate.
Women are poor in developing countries.
Birth rate is very low in developing countries.
Economy influences birth rate.

345. According to the passage, what will women do if they have a choice?
They want to go to school.
They want to work for their husbands.
They will have fewer children.
They will have much more children.

() One of the keys to the success of Toyota’s lean production and continuing improvement processes is that
they are not formulaic to the point that they limit employee innovation. Instead, they are quite the opposite,
serving as guides designed to unleash previously untapped employee potential. In Toyota, principles should
remain the same but methods for reaching objectives should constantly change: What works today can always be
improved upon. Therefore, a central element of maintaining the same culture at Toyota year after year is
encouraging employees to find different and new ways of contributing.
Many who study Toyota’s way of working are often initially surprised at the lack of specific, step-by-step,
how-to instructions. But the Toyota culture is intended to draw upon the creative abilities of employees; if the
processes were put into a manual featuring steps 1, 2 and 3, then people would likely follow the steps robotically,
doing their job each day precisely the same way they did it the day before. The Toyota system is teaching people
to think for themselves and find a better way to do the job, and to take individual ownership.
246. Which of the following is the most appropriate title for the above passage?
Toyota’s Employee Loyalty
More Than a Formula
More Formula than Creativity
Employee Management
247. In Toyota, _____________________.
employees are required to follow stringent instructions
exploring employee potential for innovation is encouraged
independent thinking is not prioritized
action plans and methods cannot be easily altered
148. In Line 3, the underlined phrase “to unleash previously untapped employee potential” implies that
______________________.
less control over employees’ creative doings brings out greater employee contribution
putting employees on a leash is to tap on employees’ unknown abilities
employees have great potential except unleashing themselves
previously employed personnel cannot be unleashed for more contribution
449. Which of the following elements can be barely seen in Toyota’s management?
Emphasis on employees’ creative abilities
Rather standard principles but flexible methods
Innovative approaches to reach objectives
Specific and step-by-step instructions
350. Which of the following is NOT a key to success in Toyota?
Encouraging new ways of employee contribution
Undertakings to do better in different ways
A strong process control by following the manuals
To think outside the box

